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PUEBLO CREW RELEASED BY KOREANS
'SPACE CRAFT IS NEARLY Ilb,000 MILES IN SPACE

Beaten, Clubbed Men Are
Humiliated And Released

dom in time for Christmas at
By LEON DANIEL
PANMUNJOM, Korea (UFO— home.
The United States denounced
Kicked and clubbed but un- but signed a "garbage apology"
bowed, the 82 survivors of the to free the men from what their
Rev, 0. C. Markham was the
USS Pueblo today walked thr- skipper, Lt. Cmdr. Lloyd Mark
The funeral for Ewing F.
guest minister at the morning
ough a snowstorm out of North Bucher called "The most conKnott, age 78, of Paducah was
services of the First Baptist
Korean captivity and into free- centrated form of terror I have
held Sunday at two p.m. at the
will be radioed to the pilots Church in the absence of the
By AL ROISITER JR.
Fendley-Barker and Harris Funpastor, Dr. H. C. Chiles, who
ever seen." He said the torture
early Tuesday.
UPI Spec* Writer
James
Mae)
(Ola
Mrs. Richard
eral Home, Paducah. Burial was
grew worst as freedom neared.
"I hope you're looking us over is ill.
in'
Mr. and Mrs R. W. Churchill,
in the Woodlawn Memorial Gar- of New Concord is listed
Some of the Pueblo crew
SPACE CENTER, Houston carefully," Beeman said. "Tam
fair condition this morning by
The 36th traffic accident re- dens there.
smiled when they streamed aas- one thing we imet is a perfect Jr., were the guest singers for
(UPI) — America's Apollo
County
Murray-Calloway
the
port for the month of Decemthe morning service.
cross the snowcovered bridge
Knott died Friday at the
tronauts approached the grip of spacecraft before we consider
in
The annual Christmas pro- ber in the city of Murray was Nance Nursing Home, Paducah. Hospital after being injured
into this North-South Korean
the moon's gravity today with this loi lona, orbit injection
afSaturday
accident
car
one
a
gram by the five choirs of the filed by the investigating oftruce village. Some wept. But
(Continued ea back rage)
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. ternoon.
• everything "go' for a momenchurch, directed by W. Rudolph ficers of the Murray Police Deall ended their 11-month ortous swing into luear orbit earMary Beasley Knott; one stepHospital officials said she was
Howard, minister of music, was partment Saturday at 1153 p.m
with heads held high.
deal
ly Christmas Eve.
son; three stepdaughters in- admitted at 4:45 p.m. She had
600
of
William Ernest Dick
presented at the five p. m. ser- No injuries were reported.
Bucher denounced the seizure
of a laceration to the back of the Vine Street was claimed by
James
Walter
Mrs.
cluding
for
good
looks
"Everything
vice.
Cars involved were a 1988
ship Jan. 23,
Murray; two sisters; five step head and was admitted for ob- death Sunday at 3.50 a.m. He of his intelligence
It was announced that the Camero two door hardtop drithe lunar orbit," said flight dirdenied having steered into
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of
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years
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servation
mid-week prayer service and ven by Scott Vincent Wright of
ector Glynn Lunney as Frank
North Korean waters and told
it was found she had a back at the Convalescent Division of newsmen, "I surrendered the
Borman, James Lovell and Wilether activities at the church Mayfield, and a 1950 Chevrolet grandchildren.
County
Murray-Calloway
the
injury and will be hospitalized
will riot be held this week
liam Anders entered the third
four door sedan owned by Luship because there was nothing
Hospital.
for two or three weeks.
day of their daring six-day, halfcille Byrd Rollins of 1200 Main
preceded but a slaughter out there and 1
was
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The
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occurred
accident
The
They
trip.
round
million-mile
Street, Murray.
New Concord Road, Highway in death by his wife. Joan, on couldn't see allowing any more
already had traveled far enough
Police said Wright, going
near Wisehart's Grocery. April 26. 1967. Since that time people to be slaughtered or
121,
apass
• to guarantee at least a
north on 12th near Main Street,
she was driving he had made his home with his killing the entire crew for no
Chevrolet
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round the beck of the moon betold them that he took off from
Tragedy strait another CalThe Seventh and Poplar 'skidded on the wet slick road daughter-in-law, Mrs. Ocus Dick, reason." He described the beatfore heading back to earth.
control,
lost
intersection,
loway County bmily when Miss
"Christmas Eve Through The the
ing, clubbing and kicking of his
Church of Christ has changed and the car went into the ditch. 600 Vine Street.
Barring any last minute pro- Janice Moatmehery, daughter Centuries" will be the theme slid into the right aide of the its mid-week services this week
Mr. Dick was a retired far- men by Communist captors.
daughter
the
is
James
Mrs
blems, they will trigger their of Mr and Va. Locke Mont- of a Candlelight Christmas Eve Rollins car parked on the left from Wednesday, December 25, of Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Burkeen mer and a member of the New
But his voice rang loudest in
big rocket engine at 4:50 a.m. gomery, was fetidly injured in Service in First Christian Chur- side of 12th Street.
to Thursday, December 26, at of Almo. Mr. and Mrs James Concord Church of Christ and paying tribute to his men:
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The Tennessee State Pollee center on: the first Christmas
moon. The/final. formal, ciesin-law, three nephews, Euin States of America. Never once
right 'Ladies Bible Class will not
ranee fiat the cruicial maneuver at Dixon, Teas., ield the Ledger Eve, the first Christmas Eve the Rollins car on the
Dick of Murray, Milton Dick of did they give me any cause for
& Times this slanting that Miss service, Christmas Eve in the rear door and right rear fend- held again until Tuesday, Jan
Nashville, Tenn., and Lloyd concern.
uary 7
Montgomery am killed instant- Ith century, Christmas _Eve fol- er.
were so typically
"They
Lawson of New Concord; two
ly when her ear veered off In- lowing the Reformation, the
nieces, Mrs. Vida Garrett of American that they thoroughly
terstate 40. two miles west -if first Christmas Eve service in
Murray and Mrs. Auberna Hol- confused our captors This hapHighway 46.
America, Christmas Eve a centstead of Akron, Ohio.
pened on so many different ocState Police said Miss Mont- ury ago, and Christmas Eve toThe Murray Fire Department
Funeral services were held to- casions.
gomery was thespern out of her night.
was called out Sunday morning day at one p.m at the chapel of
"I had people come to me and
car, an Oldsmobile, and the car
Candles will be distributed
lat 3:30 to assist in getting the J. H. Churchill Funeral
(Continued on Back Page)
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young ;nen out of a ear Home with Bro. Bill Threet wad
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rred in a rainThe accident
During the singing of Sithat had gone off the road M- Bro. Gerald Ellison officiating.
lent Night at the conclusion of
storm, the pollee said.
Pallbearers were John RichFuneral services for Mrs arrangements by the Max H. ao a water filled ditch in the
Miss Montmieury, age 33, the service, the candles will be
Clarks Riverarea on Highway ard Hendon, Thomas Hendon,
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Tommy (Ruby Mae) Smother- Churchill Funeral Home.
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East
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Firemen said the men were Stubblefield, Madison
Wells
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Churchill Funeral Home with
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teacher at Domed Lipscomb at Leonard Whitmer and Mrs. Wiling out of the water. The car, a
Burial was in the Murray
Rev. Lloyd Wilson and Rev
Nashville. Reverts are that she liam Porter, the organist will
Alvin Outland of 211 South
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language", Christie,' Atha.
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Jimmy Jeffrey, Billy Reed, Funeral Home.
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in
person
every
We hope that
Funeral sereleos were held tion of Christmas by being preand Commission has announced that son, were in the car at the time
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liams.
America includes the three this morning et ten o'clock at sent at 7:30 tomorrow night in
The deceased was 76 years of
Guy Lovins. Interment was in 228 applicants for broker's or it went into the ditch.
i Astronauts in their prayers un- the Granny Mite Church *1 First Christian Church.
!
age and was the son of John D
Reed. age 18, of 206 Cherry'
the Barnett Cemetery with the salesman's licenses have passtil their safe return to Mothef Christ, Nashville, Tenn., with
Outland and Mary Frances Hale
ed the real estate examination Street. was adraitted to the hosEarth.
the Roech Panes Funeral Home
which was given on December 6 pital at 3.40 a.m. Sunday for
Outland. He was born February
in charge.
in Louisville.
A Munica transmission with 21, 1892.
observation, but was discharged
Put on some old pants yesterThe body wee returned to the
Those from Calloway County the same day.
Mr. Outland and his wife, the
shift was, stolen from
Hurst
thirty
day afternoon and found
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
who passed the examination are
Walston's Texaco Station, South former Zorah E. Calhoun, would
Ualtod Pres. IstArnallosal
Murray, where local funeral
Mrs. Louise Y. Baker, William
(Continued on Back Pape)
12th Street, sometime between have been married 56 years on
TWO ARRESTED
services will be held Tuesday
W. Fandrich Newell Knight and
Friday at 10:30 p m. and Sat- December 29 of this year. Mr.
director
Kodman,
Frank
Dr
at ten a.m.
Partly cloudy and much cold- William E. Page. All received
The Sherifrs office arrested urday at six a. m.. according to Outland, assisted by his wife.
Burial will be La the Murray of the psychological center and er today. Mostly sunny and con- their salesman's license.
one person for public drunken- the report made to the Murray was the custodian of the First
Murat
psychology
of
professor
Cemetery with the arrangeA salesman must be a licens- ness on Saturday, and one per- Police Department.
Baptist Church for 23% years.
the tinued cold Tuesday High toments by the J. H. Churchill ray State University, was
Rob Walston, Jr., made the He was forced to discontinue his
National Sec- day 32. Low 16. Winds north- ed salesman for two years as a son for assault and hatter), folthe
for
speaker
Funeral Howe where friends
retaries Association (Internat- west 10 to 18 miles an hour prerequisite to take the examin- lowing a family brawl on Sun- report to the Police Saturday duties with the church, where
may call.
he was a member, when he sufat nine a. m.
day.
ional), Paducah, at the dinner and gusty, diminishing at night ation as • broker.
fered a stroke in September
meeting at the Continental Inn
1960.
last Tuesday.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
"Suicides and Homicides" w is
Outland, 211 South 11th Street;
the subject of hislalk. He said
one daughter, Mrs. Jack (Mary
"we can start solving some of
All of the Christmas presents
Martha) Jones, Murray Route
Funeralservices for Thomas our nation's difficulties by first
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which
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except one, a
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wrapped,
been already
land of Memphis, Tenn., and
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Raymond Outland of Murfreesand Mrs. Lloyd Wilson while Baptist Church with Rev C. E.
boro. Tenn.; one brother, Burstatistics
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they were attending church Ward °Melange. Burial was in for the nation's suicides and honett Outland of 210 South 9th
services at the Grace Baptist the Murray Cemetery with the micides according to geographic
Street, Murray; nine grandchilChurch last night.
dren; nine great grandchildren.
arrangements bp the Rutledge distribution, ages, sex, econoDeputy Sheriff Gene Parker Funeral House.
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said that the glass in the front
today at the chapel of the J. H.
Johnson, age 111, died Friday to the state scene, Dr. Kodman
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• this one which happened to
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Smith, Rayburn D. McKnight,
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The Wilson bore is located Detroit. Mich.; bar sons, Ne- as member of the Board of EXKenneth McKnight, Harold Lason the Coles Camp Ground ale of Murray, *nice of Aleut, ininers at Kentucky State Pensiter, and Moses Outland.
Road west el Coles Camp James G. of lreawah, and War- itentiary.
The Clayborne Jones Sunday
Methodist ren of Chicane, 111.; 11 grandUnited
Ground
School Class of the First BapDr. Kodman also serves as
Church.
tist Church served as an honchildren; 15 pea grandchild consultant to the Governor's
Deputy Sheriff Parker said ren.
orary group.
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Astronauts Preparing For
• Lunar Orbits; All Is OK

Rev. Markham Is
Speaker On Sunday

36th Wreck
For Month
Is Reported

Ewing F. Knott
Services Sunday

Mrs. James
Is Injured

W.E. Dick
Dies Sunday

Former Local
Woman Killed
Near Dickson Christmas Service

Mid-Week Service
Changed By Church

Planned At Church

•
R tes Are Held Today For Victims Of FLidav Accident

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

tremen Called To
Assist Getting
Men From Water

Murray Man
Passes Away

Local People Win
Licenses To Sell
Real Estate Here

Dr. Frank Kodman
Speaks "Suicides
And Homicides"

Theft Occurs
* Sunday At
Wilson Home

A

Memorial Church
Announces Services
The Memorial Baptist Church,
10th and Main Streets, will not
have its weekday services on
Wednesday evening in order
• that members may have Christmas day with their families.
Rev. John Sanderson, recently appointed foreign missionary
to Trinidad and son of Mr. and
Mrs. Voris Sanderson of Murray. will be the guest minister
at the Sunday morning service
Derembe- 29.

0!

Transmission Is
Reported Stolen

WEATHER REPORT

Rites Held Sunday
For T. W. Johnson.

Social Security
Representative
Visits Chemed

The redoes' Social Security
Office has animmaced • temporary change in Oa schedule of
visits to Murreg by the Social
Security representative. This
change is due le the upcoming
national holidaell
The representative will be la
the Murray City Nall on Thursday, Decenabee 1111 and 'Thursday, January 1. These visits are
changed from the regular visit
each Wednesday.
Starting Wednesday, January
8 the regular schedule of Wednesday visits will be followed.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Lutheran Service
Planned Tuesday
A Family Candlelight Service
will be held at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church at seven p m.
on Christmas Eve.
In this service the children of
the Sunday School will tell the
message of Christmas in verse
and song. An impressive candle.
lighting ceremony will conclude
the service
The public is oordially invited to attend.

To YOU, TOo; SO
we've GOT 2
Ly
SHOPPING DAYS

REAL MEANING OF CHRISTMAS — This window at Clark Hall, located on Chostrisrf Stripet across from Elisabeth
Hell, portrays the fro, mitanin9 et Christmas. "Nappy Birthday Jesus" was proclaimed throughout the land almost 7,000 years
ago and today this mossag• Is its. 1131•141. Students in Clark Hall decorated the window for the Christmas season.
Photo by Charles Tubbs
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

While We Are Looking Up...

rtrausancE I/7 LEDGER & TIKES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
las.. OrmectIdanon of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times and
The 1bnes-1111erald. October 30, UM and the West Kintucklen,
Janusz" 1, IOU.
MI N. eta SU,. Murrey, Ranteeky 42.11
JAMES C. WILLIAM, PUBLISHER
We resort* NM rIght to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor.
or Pubhe Estee Items which. In our opinion. are not for the bent
interest et euT readers.
NATIONAL IUNNUISIENTATIVICS: WALLACE WITMER 00., UM
Madison Ave, kleilephia, Tenn., Time &
Bldg.. New York, N.Y..
Stephenson Bldg.. Detroit, Isach.
Enured el the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky. for transmilasion se
Second Class Mattes
813160111PTION RATES By Carrier in Murray, per week 25c, per
mob& SUS In Ovilikeray and &cleaning counties, per year. $5.50;
ZinnI & IkEt. Elsewhere $11.00 All service subscriptions SLOE
'The isenseadbmg gees Aimee et a Onmesenisy Ic tbe
Itnesigsity et lts Newspaper"
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MONDAY — DIDCEMBF:ft 23, 1968

Quotes From The News
Re LNITEJD rises INTERNATIONAL
PANMUNJOM, Korea — Lt. Cmdr Lloyd Mark Bucher, skipper of the USS Pueblo, insisting that his intelligence ship was in neutral waters when captured
by the NOM Koreans:
'"We were accosted on the open seas and we were
captured On the Open seas."

1,Hteyrpei'csal what the
-Apollopae es8.
No.
bacon squares, cinnamon toasted bread cubes, grapefruit
drink. No. 2. typical lunch corn chowder, chicken and
gravy, toasted bread cubes, cocoa, orange drink. No. 3,
typical dinner beef and gravy, beef sandwiches, cheesecracker cubes, chocolate pudding, orange-grapefruit drink.
Many of the more than 60 items are rehydratable, with
rehydration device attached to the containers.
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a
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MIAMI — Part-time deputy Milton Buffington, describing the capture of Gary Steven Krist, accused abductor of heiress Barbara Jane Mackie, on a tiny muckcovered Wand near Miami:
"We turned the light on him and there he was,
crouched &Ain On a log, just sitting there. Mac (Deputy
Richard lktbueLeod) held the light on him and I handcuffed hiM . . He didn't do nothing He just obeyed
what we Md."

Silent Night,

NEW YORK — David Eisenhower, shrugging off with
a laugh questions about how big a family he and his
new bride, Julie Nixon, wanted to raise:
"We'll talk that over later"
PANMUNJOM, Korea — Maj. Gen. Gilbert Hume,
charactertng the document he signed in order to obtain
the releam by North Vietnam of the 82 survivors of the
USA Pbebio:
"The usual garbage they have been putting out." '

The Commercial Appeal

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Jesus, The Perfect Man

Fight the good fight of faith. —1 Timothy 6:12
Life is a battle. The one question left for me to decide is, Will I fight on the right or the wrong side in the
battle of We.

(Reprieted, in response to numerous requests, as written by the
late C. P. J. Mooney for The Commercial Appeal of Dec. 22, 1912.)

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TLHES FILE
Deaths reported today are John S Madrey, age 90,
Mrs. Effie Underwood. age 74, and Mrs Boone Reed. age
81.
Claude Seller has been named as the president of
the Murray Real Estate Board for next year. Hiram
Tucker is vice-president and Phillip Mitchell is secretary -treasurer.
A-1/C Jerry B Overcast has been nominated as Airman
of the Month at Chanute Air Force Base, Illinois, accord
toa letter received by his parents. Mr and Mrs. Bryan
Overcast, from the commander at the base.
Mr. WM Mrs Hollis V Howard of Farmington Route
One will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on
Deceniber 28.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
A house belonging to Taylor Perry, located on North
First Street, was destroyed by fire December 21.
Directors of the Tennessee Valley Authority today
approved the awarding of a contract for construction
of a highway bridge across Kentucky Dam at Gilbertsvile The contract was for $1,045,417.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Wilson of Culver City, -Cant, announce the birth of a son born December 21. Mr. and
Mrs. August Wilson of Murray are paternal grandparents.
In basketball Lynn Grove won over Hickman by the
score of 48-42
z
OrsiarosiNc

Vietnam
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IS no other character in
Dry like that of Jesus.
As a preacher, as a doer of things,
and as a ptulosopher, no man has ever
had the sweep and vision of Jesus.
A human analysis of the human actions of Jesus brings to view a rule of
life that is amazing in its perfect detail.
The system of ethics Jesus taught
during his earthly sojourn 2,000 years
ago was true then, has been true in
every centay since and will be true
forever.

=

TO was a great thinker and
in his age, but his teachings did rot stand the test of time. In
big things and -in little things time and
human experience have shown that he
erred.
Marcus Aurelius touched the reflective mind of the world, but he was as
cold and austere as brown marble.
The doctrine of Confucius gave a
great nation moral and mental dry rot.
The teachings of Buddha resulted in
mental and moral chaos that makes
India derelict_
Mohammed offered s system of ethics sehich was adopted by millions of
people. Now their children live in deserts where once there were cities,
along dry rivers where once there was
moisture, and in shadows of gray,
barren hills where once there was
greenness.
'Thomas Aquinas was a profound philosopher, but parts of his system have
been abandoned.
Francis of Assisi was Christlike in his
saintliness, but in some respects he
was childish.
Thomas a' Kempis' Imitation of
Christ is a thing of rare beauty and
sympathy but it is, as its name indicates, only an imitation.
Sir 'Thomas More's Utopia is yet a
dream and cannot be realized.
Lord Bacon's writing on chemistry
and medicine under the glasses of the
man in a 20th Century laboratory is
puerile.
The world's most learned doctors until 150 years ago gave dragon's blood
and the ground dried tails of lizards
and shells of eggs for certain ailments.
The great surgeons of a hundred years
ago bled a man if he were wounded.
Napoleon had the world at his feet
for four years, and when he died the
world was going on its way as if he had
never lived.
Jesus taught little as to property because He knew there were more Important
things
than
property. He
measured property and life, the body

P

and soul, at their exact relative value.
He taught much as to character, because character was more important
than dollars.
Other men,,taught us to develop systems of govezithient Jesus taught us so
as to perfect the minds of men. Jesus
looked at the soul, while other men
dwell on more material things.
After the experience of 2,000 years,
no man can find a flaw in the governmental system outlined by Jesus.
Czar and kaiser, president and socialist, give to its complete merit their
admiration.

Colts
Westo

Holy Night

The Cost of Driving
NEW YORK—The cost of
automobile insurance averages
out to approximately 1.4 cents
a mile, notes the Insurance Information Institute. The figure
was calculated by the U. S.
Bureau of Public Roads, which
reports that depreciation. maintename, taxes, parking and
tolls run 15r total wet oPOwning and operating autoniobiles
up to II tents a mile.

In the awesome
stillness of that

0

•

By V1TC
11131 Spc

Holy Night the Christ
Child was born.
May the true meaning of
Christmas fill your heart and home!

.

TRIPP'S CASH & SAVE MARKET
Lynn Grove, Kentucky
Windsor and Illene Tripp

No man today, no matter whether he
follows the doctrine of Mills, Marx or
Ceorge as to property, can find a false
principle in Jesus' theory of property.
N THE DUTY of man to his fellows,
no sociologist has ever approximated the perfection of the doctrine
laid down by Jesus in His Sermon on
the Mount.
Not all the investigations of chemists, not all the discoveries of explorers, not all the experiences of
rulers, not all the historical facts that
go to make up the sum of human
knowledge on this day in 1912 are in
contradiction to one word uttered or
one principle laid down by Jesus.
The human experience of 2.000 years
shows that Jesus never made a mistake. Jesus never uttered a doctrine
that was true at the time and then
became obsolete.
Jesus spoke the truth; He lived the
truth: and truth is eternal.
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MO
ISTORY has no record of any
other man leading a perfect life or
doing everything in logical order.
Jesus is the only person whose every
action and every utterance strike a
true note in the heart of every man
born of woman He never said a foolish thing, never did a foolish act and
never dissembled.
No poet, no dreamer, no philosopher
loved humanity with the love that Jesus bore toward all men.
Who, then. was Jesus?
He could not have been merely a
man, for there was never a man who
had two consecutive thoughts absolutely in truthful perfection.
Jesus must have been what Christendom proclaims Him to be — a divine
being — or He could not have been
what He was. No mind but an infinite
mind could have left behind those
things which Jesus gave to the world
as a heritage.
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Exclusive Cheri Features ...
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Automated
Projection
by
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Norelco

All Season
Comfort Control
pecially engineered heating and
air conditioning
• provide just the
right temperature
••••
at all times!
•••••
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OUR PREMIERE ATTR.ACTION

ALMANAC

ops a
and
claim

In 1783. George Washington
resigned his Army commission
and returned to his estate at
Mount Vernon.
In 1928, a permanent coast-tocoast radio network was established by N B.C.
In 1948. Ex-Premier Tojo of
Japan and six other war leaders were hanged in Tokyo on
orders of the Allied War Crimes

ret Police Chief, Lavrenti Serie,
was executed.
A thought for the day —
A Christmas thought from the
Gospel of Matthew: "Love your
enemies, bless them that curse
you."
I is ii Di.ortlers

by United Press International
Today is Monday. Dec 23. the
358th day of 1968 with 8 to follow.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
NEW 14)1.th—.1 III ri‘ii diiThe morning stars are Mars
rs dim raged across the naand Jupiter
11111111g I he sumnicr 1)1' 1967
The evening stars are Saturn
.11114.11
illsIlred 14)sses of more
and Venus.
Commission.
,NO million. the lusur.m«.
In 1953, Former Russian Sec- 111:111 '
On this day in history
iniortuitam Immo*, t/
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.Z#7Affl
"Rocking
Chair"
Seats in the
Continental
Plan, with
Extra W-1-D-E
row spacing!
True
HI-Fidelity
Sound
by
Noreleo

..

Showing December 25th thru January 14th
IN NEW SCREEN SPLENDOR ..
THE MOST MAGNIFICENT PICTURE EVER'
DAVID 0 SF I /NICKS

"GOIVE WITH THE WIND"
Features at 1 p.m. & 7 p.m. Dec. 2ti t,hru Jan. 14
Adults $2.00

Children $i.00,

Spoel•I!
t
**RESERVED PERITORM
TICKETS
NOW ON MALE at t %PRI
ensto
" Fterterved Performanoe
Toss to buy • ticket In advanc« for
the evening terformanoe of your
oholoe and GUARANTEES you a
100.51 for that performant« Mince
advance tInterest Indlactes an unusual demand for tick T. ri,,t :tow
to he assured the terf..tuutne, yon
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Gene McCutcheon, Sports Editor
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A BATTLE FOR the footbail develops as Baltimore's Willie Richardson (87)
and Minnesota's Earsisil Mackbos try to
claim a pass thrown by Colt quarterback

Eght

0

RKET

a

HOLIDAY
INN
Hwy. 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Plan Now to Eat
With Us

Christmas Day
Hickman County's Alan Barclay (with trophy), James Creme
(No. II), and Fay Jordan (partially hidden by Crurne) accept
the It Place Trophg from Howard Crittenden, Calloway High's
principal, at the conclusion of the tournament Saturday night.

Photo by Charles Tubbs

Hickman County Is Winner
Of Christmas Tournament

14.
Championship
18 29 45-60
Hickman Co.
19 31 41— 50
Mayfield
Hickman Co. (60) — Mullins
21, Barclay 8, Fuller 16, Crume
5, Ivy 9, McKendree 1, Jordan.
Mayfield (50) — Fisher 7,
Ford 8. Fowler 10, Sanders 15,

By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer

Christmas Dinner Served
Buffet Style
11:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Our Usual
MONDAY NIGHT
SPECIAL
2
1
/

Fried Chicken
'1.00

College Cleaners

•
•

5:19 left in the third period broke
the game wide open.
Curtis' run made it 21-0 and
underdog
BALTIMORE UPI - There's up to that point, the
penetrated the Colnothing really very complicated Vikings hadn't
about the Baltimore Colts' for- ts 30-yard line.
End Ordell Braase summed up
mula for success.
game well with the comment:
the
The Colts send their defensive
it was going to be a
team charging in waveafter wave "We knew
game. It was as
Like an invading army-until the vicious defensive
we expected beother team either cracks, or the hard hitting as
like that when
Colts' offensive unit finally gets cause they played
in the
earlier
here
were
they
around to scoring some points.
All the teams, or at least all year."
The Colts tied the NFL record
but Cleveland have eventually
by allowing only 144
cracked under the pounding of this year
regular season gam14
in
points
the defensive unit paced by Mike
Curtis, Bubba Smith, Dennis Gau- es.
While the Colt defense was
bats, and their cohorts.
in check, the
That's just what happened Sun- holding the Vikings
was almost as
defense
Viking
manhandled
Colts
the
day when
tough in the mudd before 60,238
the Minnesota Vikings 24-14 to
fans huddled under umbrellas in
.win the Western Conference crosteady drizzle that fell throuAm and advance to the National the
game.
Football League tile game again- ghout the
Morrall, who runs the
Earl
st the Cleveland Browns.
absence of the ailing
the
in
Colts
The Browns are the only team
John Unitas, played his usual
which didn't crack in the 15 games
game. He wasn't spectacular whithe Colts have played this season.
le completing 13 of 22 passes for
to
determined
are
Colts
The
245 yards but he got the Colts
avenge the 30-20 defeat at the
a pair of touchdowns with the
hands of the Browns in the reghelp of fine receptions by Willie
ular season, and go on to theSupRichardson and John Mackey.
er Bowl. Cleveland is 11-4.

awesome
sss of that
the Christ
was born.
neaninq of
Ind home!

ATLANTA Vs — Marion
Campbell, a former University
of Georgia lineman, is returning to Georgia as an assistant
coach for the Atlanta Falcons of
the National Football League.
Campbell has been a member
of the Los Angeles Rams coaching staff the past two seasons.
He Will serve as defensive
coach with the Falcons.

•

1411 Olive Blvd.
The Hickman County Falcons keep a.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
defeated the Mayfield Cardinals The Calloway County Lakers
PREP
South
LIONS
60-50 to take first place in the had trouble with the
Phone 753-3S52
Truly Fine Cleaning
Christmas Marshall Rebels during the-i
County
Calloway
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. VT Tournament
night first three periods of play in
Saturday
— The undefeated Penn State
Calloway County the consolation game as South
utes and one second after Mackey football team began two-a-day while the
,,,....••••yrs.
•vvr••••••••••Ip••••••••••,
was ahead at the end of each
caught a pass over the middle workouts today in preparation Lakers avenged a semi-final of the periods. In the fourth
by
Cardinals
the
to
loss
round
that floated above the outstretch- for its Orange Bowl encounter
topping the South Marshall Re- frame the Lakers found their
ed hands of linebacker Roy Wins- against Kansas New
Year's bels 68-64 in the consolation mark and took the lead on a
ton. Mackey then blew past the night.
basket by Charles Rushing with
game.
two safeties, Karl Kassulke and
The Nittay Lions arrived in
The championship game K as 5:03 remaining in the game.
the
into
dashed
Paul Krause, and
Florida
Saturday
afternoon. a see-saw battle from the start' Rushing lead the Lakers in
end zone to complete a 49-yard Coach Joe Paterno brought a
and neither team could get in I scoring by ripping the nets for
squad of 66 players for the post- front until the fourh period 21 points. Dennis Sears follow- ;
Play.
Three plays later, quarterback season game in Miami.
when the Falcons took advant- ed with 14 paints and Darrell
Joe Kapp went back to pass and
n ys r pushed through 12 ;
p olieat
age of the Cardinals cold shoot- C
ends Bubba Smith and Braase led
ing (Mayfield was 0 for 6 from
Gary McGregor and Richard ;
the charge. Bubba hit him from
1112 753-1613
N. 4th Street
the field in the fourth quartDAVIS KO's REYES
the left side just as Braase was
Cr) and pumped in fifteen Perry each pumped in 17
.
••••••••••..........,....
sssusssssshssisusw...
tearing in from the right and Bilpoints to take the lead and points to lead the Rebels scor- $4sbsssssisb
MEXICO CITY tiPt — Weling and Russell Palmer added
ly Ray Smith was coming in straiterweight Fate Davis of Akron,
ght on.
the ropes and slim
The Colts, who are now 64-18-3, Ohio, trapped on
in the bout,
In six years under Shnla including in trouble early
caught his opponent with a ••
two Western Conference crowns,
short left that gave the Ameriwill now try to win the NFL crown
can en eighth round knockout
for the first time since 1959 and over Ray Reyes of Mexico City
avenge the 1964 title game loss Saturday night.
27-0 to the Browns.

bar( Morrell'. The pass fell incomplete,
but Richardson made up for this miss by
catching six others for 148 yards in a
24-14 victory at Baltimore. —up'

Colts Top Vikings For
Western Conference Title

Venable 2, Walker 8.
Consolation
11 30 44— 68
Calloway Co.
South Marshall 15 34 49 — 64
Calloway Co. (68) — Rushing
21, Lassiter 1, Roney 7, BaneLine 5, Cleaver 12, Sears 14,
Williams 2, Ernstburger 6•
South Marshall (64) — Mc
gregor 17, Perry 17, Ford 4,
Cothran 12, Palmer 14, Nor-Wood.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
RESULTS
By United Press International
East
LaSalle 81 Albeit**iS
St. Bonvntr 109 nl. Wirlyn
St. Peters 91 Niagara 82
Villarsova 77 Catholic U. 47
Holy Cross 67 Conn. 63
St. Ana NY 85 Boa. Col 71
Geogtwn 69 Seton Hall 57
Manhattan 68 Amen. U. 58
Midwest
Notre Dame 104 Indiana 94
Dayton 90 Providence 63
Miami, 0. 84 Ball St. 67
Marquette 76 W. Mich. 60
Iowa 100 Creighton 73
E. Term 65 No. UI. 61
Ohio St. 84 Wash. St. 60
Southwest
Texas Tech 96 Centenary 84
Tex. Chrstn 94 Sam bus 75
Okla. St. 66 Texas 60
Illinois 97 Houston 84
Arkansas 52 Alabama 48
South
Louisiana St. 98 Georgia 89
Fla. St. 70 So. Cal. 68
Florida 71 Wisconsin 66
Auburn 72 Clemson 52
West
Brighm Young 97 Denver 67
Wyoming 86 Okla. 43
UCLA 95 W. Va. 56
Oregon 79 Idaho 68
Kansas 76 Stanford 67

CAMPBELL TO GA.
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Pistol Pete Leads Nation
With 47.4 PPG Average

g

FROM
EACH OF US
TO ALL OF YOU
MERRY CHRISTMAS
HAPPY NEW YEAR,T00
z
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES, INC.

By DAVID MOFFIT
Kentucky invitational; VanderUPI Sports Writer
bilt, with 59 points from Tom -w
For a fellow who wasn't go- Hagan, beat Rice 85-77 and Kan- 1
ing to shoot for another nation- sea State 92-80 to win the Vanal scoring title, defending chain- derbilt Invitational; previously
pion Pete Maravich of Louis** winless Miami, with Dan Curna State is pumping 'em in at nutt scoring 37 points in the
finals, beat Yale 77-71 and
a pretty good clip.
In fact, with his nation-lead- Maryland 92-85 to win the Maring 47.4 ppg average, "Pistol shall W. Va. Invitational; and
Pete" is actually ahead of his Virginia Tech beat Virginia 851967-68 pace when, although 74 in the finals of the Big Five,
Defense Takes Over
Different This Time
only a sophomore, he raised tournament.
the NCAA record to 43.8 ppg
And then the Colt defense finThrough five games a year Two other Southeastern teams
"It'll be different this time,"
apart.
game
the
tore
ally
ago, Maravich had scored 225 finished last in their tournavowed Curtis, whose 60-yard daCurtis' run came just two min- points--a 45 ppg average.
ments. Mississippi State lost 81sh with a recovered fumble with
got 237 points in his first five 70 to Southern Louisiana -and
games this season and has tilt 74-69 to previously winless HaBengals off to a 4-1 start that waii in the Bayou Classic and
Includes Saturday night's 98-89 Georgia Tech, despite soph”
victory over previously unbeat- more Rick Yunkus' 37 points in
en Georgia—a victory toward the opener, 'oat 75-71 to Tess., -v
which the lanky Maravich con- of El Paso and 59-57 to Okla
Phone 753-2621
horns City Host team in the
506 W. Main Street
tributed 47 points.
Back in early September, in a All College in the Sun Bowl
private interview in Baton Rou- tournament.
ge, La., "Pistol Pete" insisted In other games this past Sathe wasn't going after the scor- urday. Tennessee, lowering its
ing title again.
defensive average to 55.7 ppg,
"Let someone else have it," •ueesed past Tampa 53-51; Arthe son of the LSU basketball kansas edged Alabama 5248;
• Rube Ward
coach said. "This year, I'm go- Auburn beat Clemson 92-72;
• Linda Forsee
ing to specialize in ball hand- Florida beat Wisconsin 71-86
• Marjoire Dyer
ling."
• Harold Stone
and Florida State beat Southern str
• Charlie Harrison
"Pistol Pete" has indeed been California 70-68.
• Linda Waugh
a fancy dan with the basketball
• Joe Mathis
—but still the points come. He Southern Cal will be at Van- g
• Betty Lou Hill
• "Sonny" Herndon
has 52 against Loyola La., 38 derbilt tonight in the only game
• James Boyd Harding
against Clemson, 55 in • dou- in this part of the country un• "Goody" Braboy
ble-overtime loss to Tulane, 45 til after Christmas. There is a
• idelee Hutchens
• Bemis Bridges
in an overtime win over for- plesisy of tournament action
• Joyce Boyd
ida—and then the 47 against Thursday, Friday and Saturday
• Jerald Driver
Georgia which had won five in but the headliner here in the
• Charles ('arson
• L W. Paschall
a row before bowing to Pete §outheast will be Saturday's
• Thomas Gaines
and his pals.
game at Louisville, Ky., which
• Mary Frank Paschall
The folks in the Southwest pairs the 5th-ranked Kentucky
• Raymond Edwards
• Carmen D'Angelo
get a chance to see "Pistol Wildcats
against 8th-ranked
• Fred Herndon
Pete" in action this week when Notre Dame.
• Phil Herndon
he leads the Bengals into the
• Frank Holly
• Max Hughes
eight-team All College tourna
ment at Oklahoma City. The
• Wendell Herndon
• Paul Manning
ROBBY MVP
tournament should be a pretty
• Rita Culver
good test for Maravich since it
• Fred Myers
CINCINNATI TN — Rookie
includes llth-ranked St Bona• "Tator" Thompson
• Mose Payne.
has
venture, highly regarded Wy- halfback Paul Robinson
• Hal Underwood
oming and Tulane—the only been named the most valauble
• Curtis Petty
team to beat LSU so far this player on the Cincinnati Ben• Smith Willis
We re taking this opportunity to say
• J. W. Rhodes
gals football team in a Conseason.
• Tommy Guthrie
-Hello- and to thank our customers for their
•
• V
Kentucky, Vanderbilt, Miami test spbrisored by a Cincinnati
patronage Have a merry Christmas!
'
• Charles McClure
Fla. and Virginia Tech all won brewing company.
• Ernie Sheridan
Robinson, a former University
basketball tournaments this past
• Bill Morris
of Arizona athlete, led the
weekend.
• Hazel Stone
The 5th-ranked Wildcats, pac- American Football League in
• Lindy Paschall
geld 04UGtteAtigtq4
ed by Dan Wel who had 56 rushing this season—the first
Jointl, beat Michigan 11.2.104 for the expansion-born Bengali
4wiatoicomvmmfoomphnvinbtfirtml;mmbliirtmtffivootaVORIVffli
Army 80-63 to win the
an
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Roberts Home Is
Scene Of Ladies
Class Meeting

Ort Land o-}ei

The Ladies Adult Sunday
School Class of the Northsid•
Baptist Church met at the love
ly house of the teacher, Mrs.
Thelma Roberts, on Wednesday,
December 18, for a Christmas
potluck dinner.
Mrs. Estelle Lovett presented
an inspiring devotion followed
by prayer by Mrs. Helen Hubbs.
Several Bible quiz games were
played with prizes being won by
Mn. Christine Graham, Mrs.
Ann Jones, and Mrs. Pearl Graham.
The class presented the teacher with a lovely gift and Mrs.
Roberts expressed her appreciation. Mrs. Katie Turner and
Mrs. Helen Hubbs, two class
members unable to attend Sunday School, were given poinsettias. Six members were unable
to attend due to illness or work.
Gifts to the members were given them by Mrs. Roberts.
The potluck dinner was served in the spacious dining room
of the Roberts home.
Those present were Mesdames Essie Blakely, Moline Keel.
Helen Hubbs, Norene Scheinder, Lucy Dugger, Lovala Boyd,
Willie Futrell, Pearl Graham,
Juanita Stallons, Neva Miller,
Ann Jones, Christine Graham,
Estelle Lovett, Barbara Dugger
and the hostess.

Vacation Knits Should Play Comfort Roles

BOYS hipeOcers 1P4 imGERATut -A police officer carries
the body of 4-year-old Donald Kaiser after the boy and a
friend were found suffocated in a refrigerator in Columbus,
Ohio. At the right a neighbor consoles the boy's mother,
Mrs Milton Kaiser

t '

SHIFT AND t'll'LOTTE for juniors boast stripe accents.
Shift 11.) features V neck, short sleeves and button front.
Culotte ir.) has high turtleneck collar and zips in the back.. ":

sap_sinui—Noland Slay, 11, Apache Indian representative
of Indian tribes participating in self-help programs in 25
states, autographs a copy of a book about his life for Sen.
in Washington. The boy ale° invited
Everett Dirksen,
the senator to a screening of the motion picture. -The
Stalking Moon." in which the lad stars

By TAD ROWADY
THERE is a tendency at
this time of the year to flee
from Winter, boot-wearing
and layers Of clothing to some
sunny warm climate where a
minimum of casual wear is
the order of the day.
James Pillett, designer for
Miss Ingenue must have had

Nature's Palette
Garden Club Has
Meet Wednesday
The Nature's Palette Garden
Club held its annual Christma
dinner meeting on Wednesday,
December 18, at the Community Center on Ellis Drive. •
,
Mrs. na Douglass and Mrs.
Lola Fisk were hostesses with
each member bringing a covered dish for the dinner.
Mni.-Charles Stubblefislil
sided over a brief twain
meeting following the 111D
Gifts were exchanged by the
group with Mrs. I. H. Key drawing the door prize.
Christmas carols were sung
and slides of various interests
By Abigail Van Buren
were shown by Mrs. R. Q.
Knight
DEAR ABBY I feel so terrible I could cry I just got a
Thase present were Mrs. Olpine call from my sister-m-law and she said, ''l hope you lie Brown, Mrs. ha Douglass,
aren't giving us anything for Christmas because we bought a Mrs. Lola Fisk, Mrs. Ruth Horn,
new car and we aren't giving any presents this year—not even Mrs. I. H. Key, Mrs. R. Q.
Knight, Mrs. Walter Miller,
to the kids"
Abby. I did all my Christmas shopping a long time ago and Mrs. Kenton Miller, Mrs. Cletus Robertson, Mrs. Charles StubI bought gilts for this sister-in-law, her husband, and all her
blefield, Mrs. 0. C. Wells, and
wrapped
and
children [She has seven [ The gifts are already
Mrs. Burman Parker.
the cards are tied to them_
•••
tell
our
shall
we
what
myself,
but
about
I don't really care
children when they don't get any presents from their der and New Policy
uncle' Should we take our gifts over there, anyway, or not? My
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C.
husband said. "Write to Abby and we'll do what she says"
UPI — Brookgreen Gardena,
UNDECIDED IN PHOENIX
site of the world's largest collection of outdoor statuary, will
DEAR UNDECIDED: Deliver the gifts and tell your be open 365 days a year under
sister-in-law that Use true spirit of giving is giving for the joy a new policy that also estabof it—with no thoughts of what one may get in return, so she lished the first paid admissions
history
aeeden feel that she "ewes" you awythlag. And explain this to in its 36-year
G.L Tarbox. Brookgreen diyour children too
rector, said admission charges

"Sells Out'
In
Early Yule Shopper

I

of 50 cents for adults and 25
DEAR ABBY What do you do when a couple tells you they cents for minors make possible
the 52-day expansion of Brookmight come over on such and such a night?
This couple we know always does this to us and we never green's service to the public as
well as major new construction.
know if they're corning or not, but we stay home just to be on Anon-profit institution, Brookthe safe side, and half the time they don't show up
green Gardens is located on
VICKI AND RON
Route 17, 15' miles south of
Myrtle Beach
DEAR V. AND R.: When they tell you they "might" come
over, tell them you "might" be home. Then it. as you please.
DEAR ABBY Why is it that a once-married woman who is
currently divorced is referred to as a "divorcee," but a man
who has been divorced six times reclaims his "bachelor"
status during the time he is single?
Divorce leaves a man with an unsullied reputation, while a
divorced woman is always referred to as a "divorcee," which
sounds like a slur.
And while I'm on the subject of inequity of the sexes, isn't
there some nice name for a female who is unmarried, never
RESENTFUL
was, but is desirable—like "bachelor"
DEAR RESENTFUL: There is no female equivalent for
"bachelor." Unmarried women are referred to as "maiden
ladies," "spinsters," and "old maids," which usually implies
they were left on the shelf. 'Unclaimed treasure" is infinitely
mere geaerous "Bachelor girls" and "career girls" suggest
independent women, or women who devil like men, which is
worse
But what's in a name' A bachelor is still • man who comes
to work from a different direction every morning and s
woman is either married, divorced, widowed, sot iaterested, or
help us. It's a man's world.
available. H
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SHOULD I?" IN NeW London
Coen.: A new nose may give you mew self-confidence but
remember: A plastic surge*. can shorten .sour nose, but if
you have blamed all your shortcomings on a long nose,
you're la for a big disappointment.
Everybody has • problem What's yours! For a personal
reply write to Abby, Bel Mee, Los Castles, Cal., NM and
macho* a stamped, sell-olldreseed euveespe.
HATE TO WRITE LETTERS* SEND II TO AY, SOX
MISS, LAM ANGELES, CAL., 101141. FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET
"VOW TO WRITE LETTERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS."

•

•

JULIE NIXON Eisenhower in
her wedding gown of white
lace peat! (range with ivory
mist English net, a Priscilla
of Boston creation

TYPE shirt -seat cover" can go
solo over bikini pants or worn two ways
with slacks and shorts: tucked in or over,

railside or seaside as cover-up
for bikinis and bathing suits.
Used as polo shirts, they can
be worn tucked into the band
of a pair of color-coordinate
slacks or shorts and topped by
a: smooth blazer to match
rants or shorts
. The culotte and the white

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

40
,
0404

•

SHORT-SLEEVED "seat cover" has a V
neck and button front, It can be used
as micro shift or as swim suit cover-up.

skimmer speak for themselves
but a plus for all: They will
travel like handkerchiefs in a
minimum of space and with a
minimum of care Just roll
them up and tuck them in any
suitcase
corner. They will
emerge unmussed
Cruising, sailing, sightsee-

-

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

ing, beach combing or spectating South now, North later
these will serve many purposes. All sorts of double'
duty ideas will come to mind
for the shifts if your fashion
ingenuity is clicking at its
colorful best as they are highly functional

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Saturday, Docemlier 21
The Christmas Dance for the
ninth grade through college will
be held at the Calloway County Country Club from eight to
11:30 p.m at the club. Mike
Keller, Susan Emerson, Leslie
Furgerson, David Fitch, Susan
Kennedy are on the planning
committee. Hosts al,'Messrs
and
Menfaiffes Deli'
Frank Fitch, Tom Emerson, Bill
Furgerson, and Jack B KenThe Business and Profession- nedy.
al Women's Club held its Christmas dinner and party at the
Murray Woman's Club House
on Thursday, December 19, at
six-thirty o'clock in the evening.
Odelle Vance, president,
presided at the short business
meeting. It was announced that
a few of the club's Christmas
cakes may' still be purchased
from Mrs. Marjorie Huie at the
Bank of Murray.
The club welcomed one new
member, Mrs. Hazel Tutt, who
has returned to Murray to live.
She was a former member of
the club.
Mrs. Nancy Morey was a
guest of the club.
The club enjoyed exchanging
twenty-five
cent
Christmas
gifts following the dinner.
Hostesses for the dinner party were Mrs. Limma Warren,
Mrs. Pauline Langston, and
Mrs. Marion Bailey.

Christmas Dinner
-1
The
PW Club

aternity Habits Pug4ddBy.
Rock the Mother

ailing of It, should be buried
By ANNA VIRTUE
a ranch so that the baby
SAO PAULO, Brazil (UPD— will grow
up to be a rich man.
Having a baby in Brazil can be
a family affair in more ways If there's no ranch handy, it
can be buried In a flower bed;
than one.
For any type of patient, a this practice is supposed to
member of the family usually bring good luck.
Superstition dictates that a
sleeps in the same hospital
room. A special bed is provided baby should not be taken out of
for this purpose Meals also can his room on his seventh day,
hit in this case there was some
be taken with the patient.
But nowhere is this practice &els of fact. A form of tetanus
more common than with ma- once common among Brazilian
ternity patients. All but the babies born at home under unmost humble mothers-to-be are bpgienic conditions manifested
accompanied by their husband, tteelf on the seventh day.
sister, mother or mother-inIrish Bargain
law.
NEW YORK 1UPI) —A free
The practice of a sleep-in
companion has two roots, one day for every week they spend
practical and the other tradi- in Ireland is offered to tourists
tional. First of all, there is a visiting that country this ,.(ay,
shortage of nurses, so the com- says the Irish Tourist Board
A special reduction also is
panion attends to the patient's
immediate needs. Then there is available to visitors who prefer
the reluctance of the Latin to travel throughout Ireland
• ••
husband to have his wife go rather than stay in one fixed
the
about
Information
location
about unaccompanied.
About 16 million immigrants
Brazilians are surprised by 43day Plan" can be obtained by landed at
Ellis Island before
ins to the Irish Tourist
foreigners who do not bring
rd, 590 Fifth Avenue. New the reception center was closed
along a sleep-in companion
In 1954
when they're hospitalized. One York, N.Y. 10036.
can imagine the astonishment
when a mother-to-be arrives
alone at the hospital at 7 a.m4
as happened to me when my
husband was out of the city.
Not only that, but I hadn't
brought along my suitcase for
I did not know whether the
pains were a false alarm. Unlike in North America, the Brazilian mother-to-be must take
to the hospital the baby's complete layette.
The list of baby clothes requested by the hospital includes:
Four dozen diapers: two dozen flannelette receiving blankets: 6 long-sleeved, fine cotton
shirts with collars, 6 sleeveless, fine cotton undershirts
called "pagan shirts" because
they're worn by the baby when
he's still too young for baptism:
four wool sweaters: four pairs
of booties: and one shawl.
Several times a day a nurse
comes in for fresh clothes, leaving behind a pile of dirty diapers. The diapers are washed
at home and returned to the.
hospital
The nurses wrap thee baby
like a mummy in his receiving
blanket instead of putting him
In a nightgown as in North
America The first day he is
always dressed in yellow as a
sign of good fortune.
There are many superstitions
and old wives' tales associated
with the newborn In Brazil
The foreign mother Inevitabrit
hears about these after she has
THE FIRST FAMILY'S VIEW from the East Room of the White
done the opposite
House is of the Washington Monument and the National
For Instance, the umbilieal
chilistmax Tree. Lights on the window are reflections from
eord is never thrown away after
ch!Aston,s devotations inside

•
liankiwoel Forest
HALEYVILLE, Ala. UPI —
Bankhead
National
Forest,
named after the father of actress Tallulah Bankhead, is the
oldest in Alabama, having been
established in 1913. Its 178,895
acres include limestone canyons, old growth hardwood and
clear lakes.
There Is hunting for deer,
turkey and small game, while
abundant bass and
bream
await fishermen. Park events
Include riding, hiking, rock
hunting, photography
an d
sightseeing.

•

New °I 1.95
S
EATLE LP...
Our Price '8.88

la

See Olean Nanny when
you reed • Coker TV at
Iliseen at • • •
LIACHI MUSIC & TV
Dixieland Center
Mane '753-'7675
*PSI TILL s. P.M
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CHRISTMAS IS A NICE-WARM FEELING
It's holly on the mantelpiece, and candles
in the window, and homemade cookies
in the cupboard.
Christmas is a tree that's shiny and beautiful
because somebody took the time to
make it that way.
Ct
Christmas is a child, flushed and laughing, in a
tangle of toys under that same tree. It's the
sleepy Santa Claus who assembled a tricycle, or a
dollhouse, so carefully in the middle of the
night. It's a mother who's genuinely delighted
with a lumpy, hand-woven
purple-and-green potholder.

•

Christmas is staying in touch with old friends
and sharing good things with new ones.
It's the same every- year, and it's
different every year.
Christmas is loving. That's what it's all about.

South Central Bell

A "FIRS'
Mae "1
1above,
the In
Cornmisa
the first
federal
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POLO

the escapist and vacationer
well in mind when he create,
this young group of 100 Peg.
cent cotton resort knits.
The shirts or micro shifts,
if you will can be teamed up'
of course with slacks, shortsi„!
mobile skirts and blue jeans.
Or they
can serve poolsido.

•

•
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How good Arr Our Turkeys?

$O GOOD WE DARE TO OFFER...

iult

DOUBLE YOUR
MONEY BACK

Sunday
be Northside
I at the love
moocher, Mrs.
Wednesday,
a Christmas

ett presented
Ion followed
Helen Hubbs
games were
being won by
raham, Mrs
v. Pearl Gra-
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lit for deer,

•

game, while

and
bream
Park events
liking, rock
aphy
and

e

•

Jay wilse,a
ee TV we

LB

lOc

SHANK PORTION

Canned Ham

A "FIRST- — Mrs. Virginia
Mae "Peaches" Brown
(above), elected chairman of
t h e Interstate Commerce
Commission, thus becomes
the first woman to head a
federal regulatory agency

4 149

Boating

" V.A. FARM BRAND
)

By JACK WOLIBTON

Country
HAMS

NEW YORK (UPI) — The
largest and most powerful outboard motor now made for
pleasure boats is rated at 125
horsepower — but it's not the
largest in the world.
Apparently the record at the
moment goes to a 20-foot tall,
16-cylinder motor that is rated
at 500 horsepower. The gargantuan piece of machinery
swings a propeller 5'2-foot in
diameter.
The massive unit is presently
undergoing initial operating
tests at Stewart & Stevenson
Services, Inc., in Houston, Tex.
However, this diesel unit is
not for pleasure boaters. It is
destined for service in the lead
barge of a large "river barge
tow" and will be used for special steering and handling
operations.
The "tow" will consist of a
series of large river barges
lashed together and covering
an area 120 feet wide and nearly 1,200 feet in length — an
area larger than that covered
by four football fields.
The power unit is remotely
the wheel
controlled from
house of a powerful river pushboat, about 1.100 feet from the
lead barge. Remote controls allow the entire 12-ton unit to
be raised, lowered, rotated
through 180 degrees in either
direction, started. stopped,
speeded up or slowed down
from the puahboat wheelhouse
•
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•
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Merry Christmas
to all from A&P!
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU DEC. 24
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Smoked Hams
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SUPERHIGHT QUALITY
We know how important the turkey tato
the success Of your Thanksgiving dinner.
That's why we sell only the finest turkeys
(Every "SUper•Pight" Turkey is Grade
'A you know )
We're so sure )ou'll be pleased that we
confidently offer you double your miney
back if you're not completely satisfied
(Either the price label or register tape
is necessw of course.)

cs

•

C. or a

fed

•

10-18 LBS:
WHOLE OR HALF

"Order Your Super Right Grade A Turkey Now!"
1

SUPER RiGli I SLICED

Beef Liver
Spare Ribs
Boston Butts

LB.

SMALL LEAN & PALATY

58C

LB* 580

WHOLE OR HALF

L,580

SUPER RIGHT

GRADE A
i6 TO IS LBS.

'•

Turkeys
Braunschweiger
Turkeys

1-11.
(BY TI-II PIECE)

R RI(.111

LB.

SUPER RIGHT GRADE A

U.S.D.A. GRADE A

33C
39 Turkey Breast wiT::. 790
Rib Roast R'E's La. 890
Turkey Roast....L.!..890
SUPER RIGHT BEEF 4TH AND 5TH

.

•

HAMS
WHOLE
OR HALF
12 TO 14 LB.

LB.
WITH NO CENTER SLICES
REMOVED

°COMA BONELESS

6 TO 9 LBS.

'
LB. 470

AN ALP VALUE

BANANAS LB
CALF NAVEL 58 SIZE

ar

ink A MEDIUM YELLOW

880
OYc Onions
Oranges 1
Radishes..r.10c Potatoes" 690
390 fi;iiTaIketss2!N9pt?
Sprouts
NUTS IN THE SHELL!
ENGLISH WALNUTS
PECANS
"
FZG

° F °I4

Sweet Mexicorn
Peas "With Peppers
17-0Z. CANS

j MAINE

RISP RED

BRUSSEL

LB

OR

tilifED

1-LB. BAGS

NUTS

68c

1-LB
BAG

85c
A&P
CHOCOLATE

This Mists
12 OZ

ALP

9-0Z PKGS.

494

ALP THIN

Mince Meat2/49C Pretzels
HEAVY DUTY 111"225' ROLI_

A&P DESSERT.

Wonderfoil 550 Topping

PARAMOUNT

Sweet Pickles
WA RWIC K
MILK

Folger's

PORCELAIN
FINE CHINA

COFFEE

1-LB. CAN

75c

Chocolates

Maxwell
House

2 LB
HO X

10 OZ JAR

JANE PARKER

139

Fruit Cake

BONUS VALUE THIS WEEK!

3

SAUCERS
---------,
P..
••

$329

$ 59

i
\

LB.
CAKE

.•

.

7

$1.79

INSTANT COFFEE

.•

, re.
te_t). , -et—..... ',.."

39c . . ,

s'%,, Ak....

....x,

...

LB. CAKE
OVER 2/3 FRUIT
I. NUTS!

BONUS VALUE THIS WEEK!
AAOTA HURT
MONTREAL On — Manny
Mots, one of the Montreal Exsufpos first draft choices, has
fered an elbow injury that will
require surgery, the club aenounced Monday Doctors feel that Mote's injury is not serious and the Expos expect him to be in preseason training camp

Semi-Boneless

"Why Take A Chance?"

•

Interesting exhibits seen at
the' eurrent bfatIornal. Boat
Show at New York City's
Coliseum:
— A water comerter, claimed
to be the world's smallest, that
can be installed on any boat
that has at least a 15 horsepower inboard engine with a
six kilowatt generator Weighing 105 pounds, the unit installed measures 17 inches
wide, 19% inches long and
151,2 inches high The mtanufacturer (AMP) claims it converts sea water Into fresh water as much as eight gallons
an hour) that is "better than
what comes from the tap at
home."
—A new 60 watt radiotelephone with five crystal-controlled channels to make it effective for either ship-to-shore
or ship-to-ahlp use. Pretuned at
the factory to meet FCC frequency standards, the new radio can be installed without
without special
delay and
knowledge, according US the
manufacturer 1Raytheon). It
can also be used as a loud hailer simply by adding an exterior
speaker as an accessory
—The first non - metallic
propellers for outboards They
are made of polycarbonate resin and, according to the manufacturer (Columbian Bronze)
propeV result of 12 years of
are
er research The wheels
deflect slightly for greater efunder start-up or
ficiency
heavy operating loads yet return to design pitch for regular cruising They carry a lifetime warranty against blade
breakage
--A one-man car-top boat
loader, a combination hoist and
carrier that fits on top of any
car from a Volkswagen up. According to the exhibitor Goodhuse Enterprises). one person
can hook up the sling, crank
away at the 250-pound capacity
winch, swing the boat onto the
rack atop the car, snap the tiedowns and be ready to ride.
---A new steering indicator
for offshore yachtsmen
(Brookes and Gateheuse of
England). With it. the navigator sets the desired course on
a master unit near the chart
table In the cockpit the helmsman reads a simple indicator
dial with a needle that swings
left or right of the lubber-line
up to 45 degrees. It is said to
reduce helmsman error and
fatigue on long, hard watches

89t

LB

SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED

14 PLATTER
... r.•.b.*.

II" COCOANUT ICED

$399

White LayerCake
Pumpkin Pie
Mince Pie

ONLY

RICH TASTING

WATCH FOR 2 BONUS
VALUE FEATURES
EVERY WEEK

'SAVE 164

EACH

JANE PARKER

EACH

99C
590
690

.5

•
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Call Early During
Holidays Manager
Cautions Today

KIDNAP EVIDENCE The car and boat believed used by the kidnapers of Barbara Jame
aiackle in Atlanta. Ga., are 'shown impounded under FBI headquarters in Miami. Fla.

MONDAY

TIMES

WORLD WEEK

- DECEMBER 23, 196it

ssoscraw MS Ore
OWN MAN-TO-MOON
PLIGHT Al UNSAFE

ase

-SC1100011S" IAN 3/ILAS
VISITS VIA te-SAILI SERUM
WALL TWEED TIAN IN A IOW

That ''Merry Christmas" you
IN WASHINGTON
plan to telephone Aunt Elvira On
551:/4IA1 &&&&& VI
MIKIS DISCOUNT
Christmas may get through quiRATS AS A
cker if you call early, R. K. CaON INI LATION
49
rpenter, Manager of South Central Bell said today.
We're expecting a recos433US SAIGON
Al 0001 IN
BERKELEY STARGAZERS
00 calls to be initiated in the MurPARIS TALKS
RIPOEIT AMMONIA IN
ray Area," he said. The increase
OuTIR SPACII--MIANS
PLANET uft POSSISLI
will be partly due to telephone
II MAIO JEWS
users here dialing many of *Sir
OPEN FIST
S YNAGOGUI
own long distance calls tOr the
SINCE 14TH
first time at Christmas, Mr. CaCUITURY
PROGE VIII CRASS Of C123
APOLLO II
THAT KILLS* 14 Of 44
rpenter added.
MIES
SIRVICSMEN ASOA1D
HOUSTON
Each year, more and more dills are made at Christman as
more people own more phones
NATIONAL COMMUNICABLE
mum Pielin. ATLANTA
and make use of them, he said.
YPT PITOILUSED BOO
SAYS Wade KONG NU
SOVIET AUG., IS CUT
This nationwide pattern will accWILL MAK DI SAMMIE'
Off—MOSCOW NAPS
ount for some of the heavy ChrISIAIILIS MIGHT GIST
IS 6111E5
istmas telephone traffic.
CAMI1001A 11E11
Ninty-one operators will be
BRASILIA DIVOKIS SWEEPING
THE 11.11AAN US
ARRESTS, SUSPINDS CONGRESS
serving Murray on December
ATIOt CREW
ely FEAR Of SUBVHISIVIS
SEIZED IVEY IT
25 to handle Christmas calls,
Mr. Carpenter said. Even so
some calls made at peak rush
hours could be delayed.
red brick buildings near Sae
Mr. Carpenter suggested that call again when you want to
Francisco Bay became its facyou call early in the morning or talk.
tory headquarters. Today, the
the
place
an
you
with
If
call
mid-afternoon and escape the peoriginal factory is gone, but visak hours of 9:30 a.m, until noon operator, call station to station.
itors to San Francisco can deand 5:00 p.m. until 10:00 p.m. lilt's certain the person called
light in a miniature chocolate
Dial direct whenever possible. will be at home, you'll save time
factory which has been installCalling by number also saves and money, Mr. Carpenter said. NEW YORK I UPI 1 —Ameri- of chocolate into the United ed on the premises, where tile
Be sure you dial correctly. cans are a candy-loving peo- States was Domingo °hirer- various steps of chocolatetime by eliminating a call to
Have the number written down. ple and their per capita con- delli, a merchant of Italian an- making may be seen and samDirectory Assistance.
sumption of sweets is among cestry, who came to the New pled. Across the Bay, in OakTelephone numbers in distant ,
the world's largest. Of a vari- World and settled in Peru.
land, the company processes itk
cities can be obtained in advance
ety of confections, the prodEnticed by the Gold Rush of chocolate products in a mod".
of Christmas day by dialing Diructs made of chocolate seem Lc
1948, Ghlrardelli went to San ern, automated plant.
ectory Assistance in that city.
be favored.
Francisco and set up a store to
Just dial "1", the area code and
The story of where chocolate
supply gold miners with flour, Missionaries Appointed
the number 555-1212. Although
made
is
comes from and how it
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (UPI)
lard and biscuits. But he also
into a confectionary is a fasour operator asks for your teleput on sale a product he had — The Assemblies of God apcinating one.
phone number, there is no charfound in ancient Lima---choco- pointed 82 foreign and 42 home
Cacao (pronounced ca-cowl
ge for this service.
late—and by the 1860s was missionaries in 1967, bringing
I.. the Spanish word usually
the totals to 933 overseas and
If your number doesn't answer,
selling it almost exclusively.
accepted as the name for the
334 homeworkers, according to
place the call again later. This
Ghirardelli
the
year,
by
Year
chocolate tree and its beans—
figures released at headquarters
is better than waiting for the opseries of
though the English version co- business grew, and a
erator to try the call, as you
coa, is commonly used.
By ISA ISMAIL

Another Columbus First:
Introduced Cocoa Beans

THE FAMOUS CONVALESCENT in Walter Reed Army Hospital. Washington, takes
way of conveying holiday greetings. At right is a window of his suite.

Indonesians
Take Pride
In Their Batik

Columbus first brought coDJAKARTA UPI/—Modern
coa beans back to Spain from
textile factories manufacture
the New World, where chocoImitation batik in large quanlate was the royal drink of the
tities and sell it for low prices.
Aztecs, and the Incas of Peru.
But the artisans who careA later Spanish explorer,
fully draw by hand traditional
Hernando Cortez, introduced
batik patterns according to
chocolate as a hot beverage,
techniques 1,500 years old do
sweetening it with cane sugar
not worry about cheap comand vanilla.
petition.
Ay JOAN O'SULLIVAN
The drink soon became a fabatik
about
care
who
-People
RANDMA will remember
vorite with the Spanish court
of
one
difference,"
know the
14-1 way back when a bright
and eventually spread, first to
Java's 12.500 batik producers
fr 753-1613
N. 4th Street
round juicy ora.nge or a tangy
France, then to England and
%said. -They are willing to Pay
tangerine tucked in the
the rest of Europe
higher prices for the real
Christmas stocking was a
A pioneer in the introduction
thing.fabulous treat. Hard-to-get
But what batik makers do
fruits in those days, they
.worry about is the availability
came fr?rri faraway places
%And prices of the raw materials
and were pawl and savored
7'They use to make the gaily col'
as lux*, fare.
ored sarongs of Indonesia's
Citrus fruit is still popular
equatorial islands.
but Its no longer rare
Indonesia's
batik industry
Thank, to modern methods of
must import cambric, a finely
refrigeration. production arid
woven cotton fabric, and dyes
transport, oranges and tanfrom abroad. But foreign exgerines stack up at supermarchange is short in Indonesia,
kets, adding their glorious
and this pinches the industry.
golden color to fruit displays
Batik makers currently are
They are no longer exoUc
using about 3 million yards of
enough for Christmas stockcambrics every month to make
ing. but with Use holidays
800,000 pieces of stamped batik
corning along, you can savor
and 400,000 pieces of the more
their flavor in other ways Tocostly hand-drawn batik.
day's succulent entree.
Only about 2 to 3 per cent
Stuffed Chicken Breasts with
of Indonesia's batik is exportSpiced Tangerines is superb.
ed for sale in foreign countries.
For dessert Light and lusHand drawn batik sells for
cious Fresh Orange Chiffon
as much as $80 for one piece,
Pie And, since the mood toenough for one dress. Stamped
day is nostalgia. our third
batik may be priced for less
recipe- -as delicious now as it
than $1 per piece.
Mother
Grandma's
was when
How It's Done
made it—old-fashioned Southmaking
In
hand drawn batik,
ern Sweet Potato Pie.
the artisan draws the pattern
d........
STUFFED CHICKEN
on cloth with molten wax pour- )
BREASTS WITH SPICED
°
PARTY PERFECT for a holiday buffet: Stuffed Chicken Breasts with Spiced Tangerines
ed through a fnnnel with •
WHOLE TANGERINES
spout,
thin
tianting.
a
called
6 chicken breasts labout
whipped
sired.
The cloth is dipped into boilunUI tender. remove from
1 14 pounds each boned
2 egg whites
Serve with tangerines
ing dyes to produce on the
Add boiling water.
heat.
Salt and pepper
sugar
14 cup
studded with cloves.
non-waxed parts the distincLightly stir in stuffing mix.
2 tablespoons minced
1 cup diced fresh orange tive and basic batik colors of
Serves 6
Top each chicken breast
fresh onion
sections
brown and blue-black The wax
with an equal amount of
FRESH ORANGE 'HIFION
4 tablespoons butter or
'9-inch baked pie shell
then Is scraped away, leaving
stuffing Fasten with skewPIE
margarine
with high fluted rim
two-tone batik.
ers 15prtriartelacrtairle-with ad- .2aeriva4oper.,-Hriflavored
4 cup boiling water
In a saucepan. sprinkle
To produce additional colditional salt. place -on rack
gelatine
La (8-ounce package
gelatine on cold water to ors, the process is, repeated
in baking pan
,2 cup cold water
stuffing mix
soften. Place gelatine mix- with other dyes.
ai cup sugar
Melt remaining butter or
Whole Tangerines
ture over low heat, stirring
Wax batik, the oldest style,
1 tablespoon grated
margarine, brush over chickCloves
constantly until gelatine dis- dates back to the 4th or 5th
rind
orange
45
oven
F
350
in
Bake
en.
chicken
of
insides
Sprinkle
solves. Add I 2 cup sugar. centuries. when It was made
1% cups fresh orange
minutes or until chicken is
breasts with salt and pepper
orange rind and juice: stir only by women of noble birth
juice
to
broiler
under
Place
tender
tableSaute onion in 2
until sugar dissolves. Chill In Java. Marriages consum1 cup heavy cream,
brown and crisp skin, if despoons butter or margarine
until slightly thickened. Beat mated outside feudal circles
thickened orange gelatine un- gradually spread the art of
til light, fold in whipped hand batik.
The PRINCETON
;
cream.
Beat egg whites until soft
Model 3018C—Maple Grained Finish
;
peaks form, add 4, cup Rug
Citation Color Television
;
ar and beat until stiff peaks
295 Square inch Picture Area
form.
(23' Picture Measured Diagonally)
Fold orange-cream mixture
i
and orange sections into egg
—
$
whites. Spoon Into baked pie
shell. Chill until set.
SOUTHERN SWEET
POTATO PIE
2 ,-ups mashed hot
sweet potatoes
2 tablespoons butter or
margarine
.1 4 teaspoon grated lemon
rind
34 cup sugar
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1,4 teaspoon salt
14 teaspoon ground ginger
% teaspoon ground clavws
3 eggs, slightly beaten
1 cup milk
9-Inch unbaked pastry
shell
RECOVERING
Mix together sweet potapermann. 16, who lost his
toes, butter and lemon rind,
right leg in an East Germafl.
stir in sugar. cinnamon salt
mine field along the BavariRinger and cloves. Mix in eggs
an border, is recovering in
and milk. Pour into pastry
a West German hospital in
shell
Gottingen following his reBake in 400 V oven 40 to
Murray - SO.
turn from the Communist
50 minutes or until silver
shatwas
leg.
center
romps
The
in
sector
inserted
'knife
out clean.
tered by a mine blast and
Oa
chiffon
Serves 6 to il.
had to be amputated
SPECIAL occasions cloud-light, luscious dessert Fresh Orange
FOR

Fare

FOR THE FINEST IN
CLEANING SERVICE

speTcol erve os
Occasions

SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY - CLEANERS

,;;
,;i CHRISTMAS DISCOUNT
Bring This Ad to Either Store . . .
Receive 10% DISCOUNT on Any Admiral Product
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Admiral.

3-Year Color Picture Tube Warranty
COMPLETE SERVICE DEPARTMENT

LARGE SELECTION
* Color TV
* Black & White TV
* Portable Color
* Portable Black & White
* Portable Stereo
* Console Stereo
Excellent Selection of Radios

Elec.

DICK & DuNN

TV.

12th & Poplar - Phone 753-3037
Hazel - 492-8199
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I 111111 Ancient Ginkgo Trees Replacar-rhije,sENsING THE NEWS
By *ROVER SRINKMAN
Writtee Especially for Cestral
Press and lellie.„Nesespaper
MEET A NEW-OLD TREE
that 19 fast gaining popularity
In many sections of the United
Statss the Ginkgo. Perhaps it
will some day replace many of
our diseased elms, victims of an
unchecked blight
The tree is a conversation
piece at the moment. like a rare
antique. If you don't have one
in your yard, one of these days
araneone will spark the desire to
pTent this tree called the oldest
botanical g-rowths in our civilization.
Dinosaurs and Ginkgoes have
some-thing in common - age.
Botanists estimate the tree
grew 200 million years ago. The
monsters of another age nibbled
the tree's lacy, fan-shaped
leaves. Earliest man must have
sniffed the odorous fruit of the
fentale trees.
• • •
WHILE many prehistoric
plants died out, and most others were modified drastically
through the ages, the Ginkgo
biloba not only survived the
centuries, it changed very little.
Until recently, an erroneous
Impression prevailed that the
tree was tropical, would not
survive north of the MasonDixon line. But such is not the
case_ This reporter has checked
Ginkgo trees growing in many
parts of the country, where the
winters are cold. The trees survive without injury.
In autumn, the heart-shaped
foliage turns a bright canarygold much like the aspens of
the Rockies,
• • •
THE PREHISTORIC Ginkgoes of North America left at
least one beautiful legacy in
what is now the Ginkgo Petrified Forest in the state of Washington. Remains of these trees,
buried eons ago under lava,
have turned into gemlike stone.
The one objection to Use gingko is the srnelly problem of the
fruit of the female tree that has
fouled the air for 200 million
years. But now science says it
has the problem licked.
Ginkgo trees like holly and
some other species) are either
classed as male or female. The
female has an evil-smelling
fruit in the autumn that suggests a combination of burnt
caramel and stale cabbage. But
-new botanists have developed
a spray which makes the trees
drop their small fruit buds in

8y Thurman Sensing
EXEc,„io,E vICT PRESIDENT

•

This Ginkgo-ft throve during th•
spring. If your Ginkgo is a
male tree, there is no trouble
But if the fruit buds develop
in the spring. you know you
have a female tree, and unless
you want the fruit to develop
for its own oddity, the spraying
must be resorted to at the
proper time.
The fruit encloses a kernel,
which is roasted and eaten as
a delicacy in the Orient. An
ancient Chinese herb book recommends it as treatment for
tumors as well But the National Cancer Institute, investigating the Ginkgo in its plant
research
program, discounts
any curative powers.
• • •

By BARRY JAMES_
check into Parish's hand in
MADRID IUPI)-The days gratitude for the happy afterof the Circa Price, the oldest noons he had spent watching
circus in Europe, are number- the show daring his childhood.
But there are no expectaed.
tions that another donor will
In two years' time, the lease arrive to
save the elegant old
of the Price-Spaniards pro- Price budding
in the Plaza del
nounce it Pree-thay-will run Rey,
right in the center of Maout, and a bank already has
drid's banking and commercial
laid claim to its site in the district
heart of Madrid.
Spawned Stars
The show which has amused
Many are the stars of the
millions of young Madrilenlans
big circuses in the United
over the generations was
founded 109 years ago by an States, Latin America and
Englishman. Thomas Price.
Europe who got their start up
The circus started as a rov- the ladder of fame in the
ing performance under can- Price
vas In the 1870s. British equesOne such star is the trapeze
-trian William Parish, who artiste Pinito del Oro, a gypsy
married Price's adopted daugh- who learned her trade on a
ter, built the theater which clothes line strung between
still houses the show
two Madrid apartment buildLegend has it that when the ings
circus was In financial trouble
The American entertainer
soon after moving into its Per- Josephine Baker used to be a
manent home, an anonymous frequent performer at the
pressed

a

life-saving

C.

maimiThe

Santa hopes for a dry Christmas as he
-stands in the rain collecting money for charity in Chicago

WANTS IT DRY

-,

ogs of the dinosaurs!

which means "silver fruit" in
Chinese. to Europe in the 18th
century, and to the U.S. some-

what later. The many Ginkgo
trees in some miehrestern areas
today are attributed to seamen
who first brought the tree from
some distant Asiatic port.

• • •
THE GINKGO is the authentic "missing link" tree. The resemblance of its leaves to maidenhair fern gives it the English
name of maidenhair tree.
Botanists believe the leaf is
one of the missing links between ferns and
flowering
plants, and put the Ginkgo in a
class by itself (Ginknoceae) Dacause no other plant has similar botanical characteristics.
The fine textured wood of the
tree is used to make chess
boards and chess men in China,
but in America the Ginkgo is
so privileged that it is never
used commercially.
It is a hardy tree, found more
and more in people's yards. Perhaps the next decade will see it
replacing the elms laid low by

NO KNOWN Ginkgoes now
grow in the wild. In other
words, you won't roam a woods,
anywhere in the nation, and
find a Ginkgo. Their preservation is attributed to Chinese
Buddhist priests and monks.
The tree was considered sacred
in China and Japan, and today's
oldest specimens are found near
temples
Travelers took the Ginkgo. blight

Europe's Oldest Circus
Is On Its Way Out

donor

AUTOS

Southern States Industrial Council

A TEAM OF PRACTICAL MEN ix kids," and reestablish good relations with the House and Senate.
The Cabinet selected by RichAmong the most important yoard Nixon gives promise of being bs in the Cabinet is Secretary of
a sound and conservative body. the Treasury. Mr. David M. KenCompetence is the hallmark of nedy, the Secretary-designate, is
the President-elect's choices. In especially well prepared. He is
addition, the Cabinet members an eminently successful banker
are men who are proud of Amer- who has the respect of financial
ica's tree enterprise society and leaders. Mr. Kennedy is on recaren't interested in imposing so- ord as urging fiscal integrity and
me new, radical design on the sound economic measures. He
Republic.
also is keenly aware of the tad
William P. Rogers, the Sec- financial management of the goAstronomical Observatory
retary of State-designate, is well vernment in recent years. In an
TWO-TON STARGAZER The two-ton, $92 i4Win Orbiting
orbit
known to the public, having serv- address to the American Bankers
(shown with its solar panels extended) was fired from Cape Kennedy into a circular
ed as Attorney General in the Association last April, Mr. Kenn480 miles out, where it will observe the invisible ultraviolet light streaming from young
Eisenhower administration. He edy declared: "It is the eleventh
stars It is the U.S. heaviest and most complex orbiting observatory
isn't an old State Department hour - indeed almost past time
tak
uriing
an resas
crhecoc
hand, however; thus, he is in for us as a nation to put our fino e
selected as Attorney General, is erstanding tLeis°
bign
an excellent position to reform ancial affairs in order. If we are selves into prosperity."
Southerners are especially pr- another self-made manof out-sta- place on America's farms.Speakthe department, rooting out the to be the true leader of the tree
defeatists who have been so in- world, we must at all times pro- oud and pleased as a result of nding ability, While his personal ing in Omaha in 1967, Dr. Hardin
fluential in policy-making, Hope- tect the soundness of our curren- the appointment of Winton M. views on crime are not recorded, predicted "larger farm units,
fully, Mr. Rogers will be able to cy. There must be unqualified Blount of Alabama as Postmast- he managed Mr. Nixon's campai- fewer farms, fewer people empoint the department in new dir- confidence in the strength of the er General. Mr. Blount, who gn which stressed the "law and ployed in commercial agricultuections. For example, he will be dollar at home and abroad. "It heads a great construction firm, order" theme, It is logical to re and the continued substitution
in a position to junk the absurd is very reassuring to know that is a symbol of progress in this conclude that he will work clos- of capital expenditures for laband hurtful policies of the Ken- the new Secretary of the Treas- region. He has the management ely with FBI Director J. Edgar or." This is a realistic attitude.
nedy and Johnson administratio- ury is a man of conservative skill needed to reform the Post Hoover to close the gaps in the Had recent Secretaries of AgOffice Department. This is a control of subversives, to crack riculture taken such a view ,Amns towards the progressive, Eur- judgment.
major task, for every phase of down on the drug problem, and erica'sth
orpean-led states of Southern Afscene would be mufarm
farr today
Working closely with Mr. Ke- American life and business de- to end the reign of terror laun- ch healthier
rica.
Melvin R. Laird, the Secretary nnedy will be Maurice H. Stans, pends on efficient delivery o ched by hard-core leftists and
It was also good to hear the
new Secretary of Labor, George
of Defense-designate, will be the another former Eisenhower aide, the mail. If anyone can straight- Black Power advocates.
The choice of Clifford M. Har- Schultz, quoted in the news the
first member of Congress to ser- who will be Secretary of Comm- en out the inefficient Post Office
ve as boss of the Pentagon. He erce. Mr. Stans, who had a Hor- Department, Mr. Blount is the din as Secretary of Agriculture other day as saying he is opposis another welcome selection. Dr. ed to strikes by public employwill have the important task of ,atio Alger type rise from pov- man,
Hardin, who has been serving as ees - one of the sore spots in
eliminating the enor mous bureau- erty to wealth, is absolutely solcracy Robert S. McNamara creat- id on basic economic philosophy. John N. Mitchell, who has been the Chancellor of the University the country right now.
ed in the Office of the Secretary He believes in thrift, balancedi
of Defense. He also will be able budgets and reduced government
to restore strategic planning to spending. "The New Economimilitary professionals, which wa- cs," he wrote in 1962 is "the
false theory of spending ours usurped by the McNamara''wh-

From Gothic to Gaudi,
Barcelona's Trademark
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Information Institute reports
that the 1,310.000 persons employed in the insurance business
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These ore the spires of Ow unfinished awes* of the Holy
Family in Barcelona, Spain, the work of Antonio Gaudi.
Centre/ Press AsiorkatioN Corresponde cit
BARCELONA, Spain-From Gothic to Gaudi that's the best
way to describe the architecture of Barcelona. Spain's second
largest city. Indeed, one of the pleasures of a visit to this port
is to discover its interesting Gothic quarter and to study the

Give a gift the whole family will enjoy.

NICE SL
boys, 1 blc
753-6425 o

HOUSE T
rent and
rent Phon

fantasies.ofthe Catalan architect named Antonin Gaudi_

in the United States include
hundreds of persons trained in
numerous other helds, such as
doctors and rilirICS, lawyers and
aciountants, and safety engineers and tomputC7 experts.

Strolling is a popular pasttime in Barcelona and examples et
both modern and medieval architecture are conveniently located
near the center of town. The Rambles is the pulse of the city a long, tree-lined boulevard with flower, book and bird stalls and
convenient restaurants. Next to It, huddling close to the sea, is
Barrio Gotico, the Gothic Quarter.
Here Gothic predominates in a curious maze of cobble-stoned
street' and squares, where Roman walls and Romanesque arches
• • •
- —
challenge the cluster of religiglass or time, frequent usage of
Freedom Shares are now available as ous and civil monuments
(loonies gifts-when bought in
Nucleus of the quarter is a a woven wire fabric, wrought, combination with U. S. Savings 14th century cathedral, with the iron grillwork, bulging balconies
'Ronda
house and other devices to recreate
cloisters, archdeacor's
and Plaza del Rey - King's forms of nature in architecture.
• • •
Square- with its Royal Palace
BEST known and most connear at hand. Here Ferdinand
and Isabella received Columbus spicuous of Gaudl's construcwhen he returned from his first tions is the Sagrada Familia. or
Church of the Holy Family. Bevoyage to the New World.
remains unNorthwest of the Rambles gun in 1882, it still
Work continues, long
and beyond the Plaza Cataluna finished.
death, but progis Paseo de Grads, with its after Gaticli's
Its four spires,
smart shops and eccentric ex- ress is slow.
moenvies of GaudiSs notable archi- covered with multi-colored
saics, tower 3.50 feet above the
tecture.
city. Concrete or planter adapThe buildings of Antonio
tations of icicles, stalagmites
Gaudi, who died in 1926 at the
and stalactites blend with variage of 74, were, until recently,
ous sculptured forms of free
known only to architects, hisphantasy.
toriana and the people of BarAnother Gaudi work, one of
celona
the most original buildings in
• • •
all Europe. as the Mita House,
"GAUDY" le one word for known as La Pedrera (stone
Gaud', and "brilliant" and "bi- quarry, situated on Fame o
zarre" are others. His struc- de Grads The over-all effect
tures create a Hansel and Gret- of a five-story apartment house
AFTER 11 YEARS Mrs. Nellie
attitude, and regardless of ie one of a series of undulating
Ward of Dallas, Tex greets
ne's personal reaction to his waver. There are no straight
her son. Pfc. Carl Herring,
ork, this is certain: you can- lines in the building. The balafter graduation ceremonies
not remain indifferent to his conies are strewn with ironwork
at the Marine Corps Recruit
Innovations.
rather like seaweed over theDepot in San Diego, Calif.
Gaudi was highly influenced rocks of a New England shore
There are 16 other buildings
He enlisted 11 years ago, but
y Gothic principles, and his
*ear inspirations came from by Gaudi scattered throughout
had to fight a broken leg, a
he medieval past. His personal the city The Gateloeige and
broken arm and meningitis
°lichee, however, add poly- small buildings in the Guell
before finally completing rehrome effects achieved by obi- 'Municipal Park are musts for
cruit training
zation of mosaics of broken any visitor to Barcelona,

rammiempoppmesofftwawr4w..-7-12.
,
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by STEVE LISSY
Insurance Careers
NEW YORK-The' Insurance

1968 CHE
door sed
automatic
one owni
Parker F
753-5273.

1963 BL'I
hard-top. 1
Cain and
• Corner of

Price.
Internationally known clowns
such as Crock. Ramper and
Charlie Rivet have been featured over the years.
Like most circus folk, people
working at the Price have
formed a close-knit family.
Some of them have been there
all their working lives.
Fernando Candela, for example, has been an usher for
more than 40 years
Candela once told cigarchomping dictator Miguel Primo de Rivera to stop smoking
during a performance.
Primo de Rivera, who ruled
in the 1920s. liked circuses almost as much as he liked cigars. And a few days after
Candela's rebuke, a law was
passed making the Price the
only theater in Madrid where
it was permitted to smoke It
still is.
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FOR SALE
Corduroy
LOVELY
Phone 753-3616

afgans.
D-23-C

OLIVER 60 Tractor and 12 foot
disc, plow and trailer, $300.00
TFC
Phone 436-5444.

NINE FLAGS!!! After Shave
Cologne for men. Now at Holland Drugs. Each Nine Flags
fragrance La as distinctive as
the country which produced it.
NEW ANTIQUE SHOP! Bain Give your man a country this
Tuck Trading Post. Owned and year. Holland Drugs.
D-24-C
1965 CHRYSLER Newport, 4- operated by Kiln Tuck Terridoor hard-top. 1982 Pontiac Cat-1 tory, Inc. Fabulous array o CHRISTMAS SPECIAL!!! Ronaline 2-door hard-top. Cain an4 merchandise. Located two miles son Portable hair dryer. ReguTaylor Gulf Station. Corner
north of Kiln Tuck Territory, lar $24.95 now only $12.88.
D-24-C
6th and Main.
D-23-C three miles south of Kentucky Hurry, Holland Drugs.
Dam, on Hwy. 841. Next to BARBIE DOLL clothes for
1965 MUSTANG, blue, 2-doom
Bob's Smorgasbord. Open 7 Christmas. Wardrobes sets of
hard-top, 8-cylinder, automatic
days a week, 10 to 4. For ap- 3 or sold separately. Many to
transmission. A solid local car
pointment call 502-527-9948.
choose from. Phone 753-3754.
Parker Ford Used Car Dept
D-24-C
753-5273.
D-23-C
IT'S NEVER too late for y
A RANGER STEREO home
1965 BUICK LaSabre 4-door seChristmas shopping for office tape player, 2 months old,
dan. 1965 Pontiac 4-door hardSupplies at the Ledger & $100.00. Phone 436-5381. D-24-C
top. Cain and Taylor Gulf StaTimes. •
D-24-NC PLATFORM ROCKER. Exceltion. Corner of 6th and Main.
D-23-C WANDA NOUN is now em- lent condition. Phone 753-2911.
D-24-NC
ployed as a beauty operator at
1963 VOLKSWAGEN, 2-door deThe Hairdresser, 202 South 6th ERVIN McCULSTON farm, 98
luxe. A good looking clean bug
Street, Phone Wanda at 753- acres.
Panorama
Between
6595.00. Parker Ford Used Car
3530 for an appointment.
Shores and Lakeview Shores.
Dept. 753-5273.
D-23-C
D-23-P Could be farmed or developed
• 1963 OLDS 88, 4-door hard-top.
LEGAL NOTICE - - into lake project. Joins TVA
1964 Chevrolet, 4-door sedan.
Notice is hereby given of an land. Six-room house. Tobacco
Cain and Taylor Gulf Stet
application with the Federal barn. Call Raymon McCuiston,
Corner of 6th and Main. D-23-C
Communications
Commission, Administrator, New Concord,
Kentucky 436-2251 after 5:00
1967 MERCURY Cougar, V-8 Washington, D. C. for an edup. m.
D-24-P
Gold and black. A sharp local cational non-commercial FM
car. Parker Ford Used Car Dept. radio station to be constructed 6-YEAR-OLD setter bird dog,
753-5273.
D-23-C by Murray State University, male, broke. One 2% year-old
Murray, Kentucky, 42071. The setter bird dog, male, 90%
1964 PONTIAC Grand Prix, parties to the application are
broke. Lee Redden, Lynn Grove
black vinyl roof. 1965 Chevro- The Board of Regents, Murray
435-4525.
D-23-P
• let, 4-door sedan. Local car. State University, Dr. Harry M.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. Sparks, President; and the De- THREE and one-half year old
Corner of 6th and Main. D-23-C partment of Communications, English Setter, male, almost
Murray State University, Dr. solid white. Call 753-5309.
1953
CHEVROLET
pick-up, Ray Mofield,
D-23-C
Chairman.
$150.00. A good one for huntThe purpose of the filing is
ers. Parker Ford Used Car Dept.'
to secure a construction permit BABY RABBITS, $1.00 each.
753-5273.
D-23-C'to begin building
such FM ra- Call Mike Schroeder in Almo,
753-5472.
D-23-C
1963 BUICK Sky Lark, 2-door dio facility.
The application was tendered ROUND TABLE, organ stools,
hard-top. 1963 Ford Galaxie 500.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. for filing with the FCC Novem- love seat and hall tree. Phone
• Corner of 6th and Main. D-23-C ber 5, 1968 and has been ac- 492-8594 after 8:00 p. m. D-23-C
cepted for filing by the FCC
1963 DODGE 330, 4-door sedan. with notification dated Decem- RUGS a sight' Company com1963 Pontiac Catalina, 4-door ber 13, 1968.
ing? Clean them right with Blue
sedan. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Call letters have not been Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
Station. Corner of 6th and Main. assigned but the station pro- $1. Western Auto Store. D-28-C
D-23-C poses to operate on 91.3 mc
with an effective radiated power FLUFFY soft and bright as
1962 PONTIAC Sky Chief, 4of 13.2 kw with both vertical new. That's what cleaning rugs
door hard-top, local car. 1982
and horitonal radiation. Stud- will do when you use Blue LusChevrolet Impala, 6-pasaanger
ios are proposed for the third tre' Rent electric shampooer Si.
station wagon. Cain and Taylor
D-28-C
floor of Wilaon Hall. The trans- Tidwell's Paint Store.
tb
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
mitter and radiating system of
Main.
D-23-C the channel
217 elation will be
NEW YORK-The Insurance
1962 FORD 14-ton pick-up truck. located 1.87 miles NNW of
1964 Falcon Ventura, 4-door se- Farmington, Kentucky. Utiliza- Information Institute notes that
dan, automatic. Cain and Tay- tion will be made of the pre- one third of the nation's- 18,000
lor Gulf Station. Corner of fIth sent WKMU-TV tower. No in- high schools have no driver edand Main.
D-23-C crease in height will be effect- ucation classes although subed but side-mounting will give stantial auto insurance prem1963 DODGE Dart, 4-door sedan. a height above average terrain ium discounts are available to
1982 Chevrolet, 6-cinder, 4-door of 487 feet.
parents of students given driver
sedan, automatic. 1965 Buick
education.
A
copy
of
the
application
is
Wildcat, 4-door hard-top. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- available for public inspection
in the office of Dr. Ray Mofield,
er of 8th and Main.
D-23-C
Wrather Hall, on the campus of
1968 FORD Fairlane 500, 4-door Murray State University.
Persons wishing to comment
sedan. Beige and white, a Parker owned car 302 V-8 automat- for or against this application
ic transmission, power steering, should address their remarks
factory air, vinyl interior, 18,000 to the FCC, Washington, D. C.,
miles Parker Ford Used Car 20654.
D-24-C
Dept 753-8273
D-23-C
GET RID of pests, they won't
leave on their own. Termites go
right on eating if you ignore
FOR RUNT
them. Kelly's Peet Control is the
NICE SLEEPING rooms for answer, locally owned and opboys, 1 block from campus. Call erated for 20 years. We can be
753-6425 or 753-5982. Jan-15-NC reached 24 hours a day. If it's
a pest call us. Phone 753-3914.
HOUSE TRAILER for sale or Member Chamber of Commerce
for
rent and 2-bedroom house
and Builders Associatica WPD-24-P 196. Kelly's Peet Control, 100
rent Phone 492-8404.
TWO - BEDROOM brick house So. 13th Street, phone 753-3914.
H-D-26-C
on North 16th. Natural gas heat.
D-23-C
Phone 753-2477.
1968 CHEVROLET II Nova, 4door sedan. white, 6-cylinder,
automatic transmission. Local
one owner, very low mileage.
Parker Ford Used Car Dept.
753-5273.
D-23-C

vatory
- orbit
young

NOTICE

1987 OPAL Cadet Rally Sport. NEWLY OPENED in Murray, a
1966 Chevrolet Pick-up truck, studio specializing in weddings
long wheel base, 6-cylinder, and fine portraiture. For apstraight shift. Low mileage. Cain pointment call TUBB'S STUDIO,
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- 223 South lath. 753-3007.
er of 0th and Main.
1)-23-C
D- TFNC
ELECTROLUM SALIM & Seevice, BOX 2141 Murray, Hy, C.
M. &maws. Phone MEM
II-DecA144
Lynnville, Ky.
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LARGE PRIVATE lot for moSERVICES OFFERED
bile home. Has water, sewerage,
electricity, apple trees, and gar- NOTICE: We repaire all makes
den space. Located in Stella. Vacuum cleaners, toasters, mixD-24-C ers, irons, heaters, all small
Call 489-3823.
appliances. Ward & Elkins, 409
55' x 10 HOUSE trailer. auto- Maple.
Dec.-26-C
matic washer and electric heat.
VAi miles from Murray. Phone FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and
D-26-C REPAIRS or REMODELING.
753-8231
FREE estimates. Call 753-6123
or 435-4651.
Jan.-23-C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALO
LOST AND POUND
TWO-STORY BRICK, close to
town and university. 5 bedLOST:
Female Weimaraner dog
rooms, 2 baths, screened in
with chain collar and tags, anporch, 2 fireplaces, 753-3403.
swers to name of Fraulien.
Jan.4-C
seen or found call 753-8719.
D-23-C
brick
-bedroom
5
OWNER:
BY
family
room,
Dining
home
Beagle,
room, GE kitchen, including dis- LOST: 4 months-old
posal and dishwasher. Large lot, male puppy, black and tan, vicifenced back yard. Upper twen- nity 16th and Miller. Has red
ties. Call for appointment to see collar. Call Keith Cunningham
D-21-C
after 5.00 p. m. and weekends, 753-1359.
TFC
753-3123

See Us to Buy or Sell
Reel Estate
FULTON YOUNG REALTY
40, and Maple
753-7333;
phone
Office
Home phone-Fulton Young,
IBroker, 753-4948; R. B. Pattenon. salesman. 436-5897
D-23-C

LOST: Liver and White mile
Pcinter, eight years old with
lame left front leg, frayed vicinity Blood River area. Reward
Call Lance Booth. phone 436.
2344 after 8:00 p. m.
D-26-C

APOLLO WARNING It's the
optical telescope in dome of
the Solar Particle Alert Network I SPAN I facility at the
Manned Spacecraft Center in
Houston. Tex., one of the facilities on the alert to protect the Apollo 8 from natural hazards during the
Moon flight SPAN keeps
watch for solar flare particle
disruptions which could endanger the mission.

The

HOLIDAY
RESTAURANT

Lutheran Projects
NEW YORK (UPI) - Lutheran
World Federation
PLWFP has approved 35 community development projects
costing an estimated $1,818.140
in Africa, Asia and Latin America: bringing the program since
its launching 81X years ago to

a total of 215 projects with a
combined expenditure of $21,869,307.
The new projects include
medical facilities and services,
agricultural, educational, social
services and a variety of selfhelp programs.
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UNWELCOME VISITOR A radioactivity check boat pulls alongside as the U.S. nuclearpowered submarine Plunger arrives at the U.S. naval base at Sasebo, Japan. Residents
of Sasebo were worried about possible radioactivity and about 100 student radicals clashed
(Radiophoto)
with police to protest arrival of the submarine.
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CAR KILLS SLEEPING MAN AND WIFE - Charles R. Oja and his wife, Jacqueline, were killed
in their bed in Livonia, Mich., when an out-of-control car smashed into their home. Their
two sons sleeping in another room escaped. The driver of the car was injured seriously.
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

THERE'S A YOUNG MAN ON
HAT FISHING BOAT... FROM
HERE HE LOOKS LIKE
TOE WATERS AROUND THE QUIET HARBOR
BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE...
(X CRABTREE CORNERS
DRAW LIP CLOSER...
I WANT A
BETTER LOOK..

THAT'S ABOUT THE
SLICKEST YACHT I EVER
DID SEE CRUISING THESE

A PALATIAL YACHT SLOWLY CRUISES

WATERS.

by Al Capp
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Fraternity Thinks
It Is Better To
Give Than Receive
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MONDAY — DECEMBER 23. 19611

PUEBLO CREW ... SPACECRAFT.
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